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It cannot be easy to 
write for solo piano: 
so many magnificent sounds of the 18th and 19th centuries abide in the ears of today’s 
pianists and concertgoers. By including some of my favorite Chopin miniatures alongside 
three major piano pieces from the 1990’s, I could well stand accused of an all-too-common 
reluctance to break from the past. I prefer to treat with this vexed situation pragmatically, 
acknowledging the reality that most of my listeners will perceive the new refracted through 
the lens of the old, and that some will simply be more inclined to keep listening when given 
a dose of the familiar together with the strange.

All three recent works recorded here bear some imprint of the pianistic past—each in a 
different way—and yet all three successfully outrun it. In Traced Overhead (1996), Adès 
treats texture and register with the transparency of Chopin, the brilliance of Ravel, and the 
layering of Messiaen; he is unique, however, in his insistence that every register play each and 
every possible musical role. Melody, figuration, and forces outlining harmonic progression can 
and do sound in turn everywhere along the span of the keyboard. Adès considered Sonata 
da sopra (Sonata from Above) as a title; I would prefer Introduction, Scherzo, and Finale, 
the finale carrying undertones of lament with its layered, descending lines.

In a series of interviews published in 2012, Adès wrote of Chopin that “As soon as he puts 
a note on the page it starts to slide around.” All three of the Op. 59 Mazurkas exemplify this 
in certain of their harmonic progressions—Chopin knew as well as anyone how to slip up 
and down the chromatic scale—and in melodic writing that seems, in the A-Minor Mazurka, 
to be heading to a place that remains just out of reach.



In his 1998 Piano Sonata, Stephen Hartke works boldly within the sub-genre of the cyclic 
sonata. The clangor of the opening would seem to set a tone, but its low-register, grum-
bling ascents are soon undermined by a gentler, treble utterance. The very substantial 
second movement derives from a set of edgy, trifling rhythmic patterns; the movement’s 
large design comes only gradually in to view. Characterized by tremendous rhythmic verve, 
the Scherzo strikes a rare and satisfying balance between low and high styles. A haunting 
finale transforms the ascending progressions heard at the beginning of the sonata; granite 
gives way to a liquid suspension. For all the brashness of the first and bristling energy  
of the second movement, the sonata closes by way of resignation, seeking comfort in 
reflection, not action.

Reflection now gives way to order and translucence in the Chopin C#-Minor Waltz, Op. 64;  
linear progression stands in a Bachian balance with harmonic movement: clear, crafty, both 
chromatic (first section) and diatonic (second section). Its companion in Ab embodies Adès’ 
sliding metaphor in the sense with which Chopin sets a wiggling, wide-ranging principal 
motif in different keys. The brilliance of its closing bars is in no way taken up in the E-Major 
Nocturne, Op. 62, No 2. The nocturne’s most excited music, heard in the contrasting central 
section, is dark and densely syncopated, as though in homage to Robert Schumann.  
Elsewhere, the writing evokes a calm dignity: night music heard in the presence of 
antique statuary.

Abrahamsen’s Ten Studies, dating from 1983 (nos. 1-7) and 1998 (nos. 8-10), conduct 
perhaps the most interesting dialogue with the pianistic past. On the surface, they clearly 
extend the practices of the 19th-century étude and character piece. “Sturm” (“Storm”), the 
second in the set, does so in a manner whose obviousness borders on the banal. And yet: 
much of the set experiments with reticence in a way that surely would have perplexed every 
musician of that earlier century. Hearing “Abendmusik” (“Evening Music”) after Chopin’s 



music of the night reveals this yawning rhetorical gap. Chopin assumes rhythmic regularity 
and strives for linear continuity, often eliding phrase divisions by means of continuous 
legato connection; Abrahamsen’s rhythmically ambiguous, shimmering phrases trail off in 
to indeterminate, vibrating pauses. And by no means is “Abendmusik” the most reticent 
of the Studies. That distinction must be granted to “Ende” (“End”), with its bleak patches, 
both sounding and silent. “Blues” evokes the genre in ghostly fashion: outlines are present, 
form is not. Even the busier pieces, such as “Boogie-Woogie” and “Cascades,” seem to 
be distillations of an idea, aphoristic rather than discursive. Listening to the last notes of 
“Le trombe della mattina,” one realizes that Abrahamsen’s reticence has become a kind of 
beautiful severity.

—Thomas Sauer
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Thomas Adès (b. 1971) 
Traced Overhead, Op. 15  (1995-96) 
 1. Sursum 
 2. Aetheria 
 3. Chori

Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) 
Three Mazurkas, Op. 59 (1845) 
 4. No. 1 in A Minor 
 5. No. 2 in A-flat Major 
 6. No. 3 in F-sharp Minor

Stephen Hartke (b. 1952) 
Piano Sonata (1998) 
 7. Prelude 
 8.  Scherzo: Epicycles, Tap-Dancing  
  and a Soft Shoe 
 9.  Postlude

Chopin  
 10. Waltz in C# Minor, Op. 64, No. 2 
 11. Waltz in Ab Major, Op. 64, No. 3 
 12. Nocturne in E Major, Op. 62, No. 2

Hans Abrahamsen (b. 1952) 
Ten Studies (1983-98) 
 13. Traumlied 
 14. Sturm 
 15. Arabeske 
 16. Ende 
 17. Boogie-Woogie 
 18. For the Children 
 19. Blues 
 20. Rivière d’oubli 
 21. Cascades 
 22. Le trombe del mattino


